Five good reasons for your new electronic access control solution:
• Installation – wire-free and fast
• Programming – simply by using included programming media
• Key loss – delete and replace lost keys in seconds
• Enhanced security feature – available with the highest German security label: VdS
• Expansion – additional keys and cylinders can be integrated at any time

Any questions?
Your specialist dealer will be pleased to answer any other questions you may have on CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office. They are your source for CES-products and will also provide competent installation services upon your request.

Components:
1x
Electronic cylinder

5x
Electronic keys

3x
Programming media
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Electronic central locking systems have become a standard feature of all modern automobiles and make locking and unlocking much more convenient. But doors of flats or offices are still operated in the traditional way – with a key.

With CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office, you can benefit from all the advantages of a state-of-the-art electronic cylinder for your entrance door.

Visibly modern
The exceptional status of CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office is apparent already at first glance. Distinct styling and high-quality materials combine with a clear signalling of the unlocking function with LED ring and beeper – that is security and convenience at its most attractive.

Full control
Do you know exactly who currently has a key to your premises? And what happened with keys that were lost some time or other? With CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office, such questions do not even arise in the first place: You and only you determine who is allowed to enter – with individual and targeted access authorizations that can be changed at any time.

Fast installation
Installing a CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office electronic cylinder is as easy as can be. The system is battery operated and the shape of the electronic cylinder is the same as that of a mechanical cylinder. So simply remove the mechanical cylinder, fit the electronic cylinder, and that's all there is to it.

Simple programming
For programming the electronic cylinder, you do not even need a PC. The electronic keys are programmed directly at the electronic cylinder. It is as simple as that.

Easy deletion of a lost key
Should an electronic key be lost, the electronic cylinder can be re-programmed at once. Also this is done with the programming media included in the scope of delivery – your entrance door will immediately be as secure as before.

High protection against forced entry
CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office electronic cylinders are approved by VdS, the German testing institution for fire protection and security. The knowledge that you are installing a product of tested quality will give you peace of mind – and a maximum of security.

Easy extension
You wish to make your flat or office accessible to further persons? You want to add more doors? No problem, new electronic keys and cylinders for additional doors can be integrated into CES OMEGA FLEX Home & Office at any time. The expansion options are unlimited – so you retain full flexibility.